Outline of The Talk
-
Mode Detection Theory

We will show that the acoustic pressure in the far field satisfies the following relation
The information about mode amplitudes are hidden in the term . Note independence from rotor speed in this term.
, fan blade no., multiple of BPF
The acoustic pressure at the inlet plane for V vanes and B fan blades is circumferential mode no., radial mode no., an index for circumferential mode no., axial wave number, radial wave number
Radiation model: piston in the wall In the far field ,and using , ,
we can integrate the above integral in and find the acoustic pressure in the far field as follows.
Let be the temporal Fourier transform of , define
The spatial Fourier transform of this in azimuthal direction is
This means that for any fixed axial position of the array, i.e., for a fixed , we have one linear relation between the amplitudes of all radial modes associated with a given circum. mode . This linear relation is Changing the angle gives us more equations to form a system of linear equations for the mode amplitudes.
Ill-Posedness and Remedy
We have an overdetermined system of linear equations where is a matrix such that , and This system of equations is not compatible because of measurement and numerical errors. The problem of mode detection is illposed because the matrix has very small singular values. BPF: (-4,1) to (-4,4) 2BPF: (-28,1) , (-8,1) to (-8,7) , (12,1) to (12,5) 3BPF: (-32,1) to (-32,3) , (-12,1) to (-12,10), (8,1) to (8,12), (28,1) to (28,4) 
G
Ill-Posedness and Remedy
B 16 = r 0 0.1524 m 6 in ( ) = M 0.605 = V 20 = RPM 16 900 BPF = 4506 hz ( ) , = a 0.912 m 3 ft ( ) = 360 = 10 =
Some Results From a Test
An indication of ill-posedness of mode detection problem: Singular values of the matrix for circumferential mode -12 at 3BPF
: 4. 42E-4, 3.63E-4, 2.98E-4, 2.37E-4 2. 10E-4, 1.73E-4, 5.58E-5, 9.89E-7 3.44E-9, 1.52E-12 The matrix used to solve for mode amplitude is highly ill-conditioned. We use Tikhonov regularization with . 
